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HOW TO NAVIGATE OUR
INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT
This icon signifies related
information elsewhere in this report

 his icon signifies related
T
information available on our website
at www.sacorporatefund.co.za

OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION
AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE
This report should be read in conjunction with
a range of reports available on our website
at www.sacorporatefund.co.za, in order to
get a comprehensive view of SA Corporate’s
performance over the past financial year and
its prospects:
SENS announcements;
Annual Financial Statements (“AFS”);

OUR CAPITALS
Financial capital
Debt and equity capital. Access to funding is
intrinsic to the Group’s ability to create value.

Manufactured capital
Our properties and investments.

Intellectual capital
Our brand, knowledge, systems, procedures
and protocols. We aim to grow the Africa
Housing Company (“AFHCO”) brand to
become the residential property brand of
choice.
Human capital
The competencies, capabilities
and experience of our employees
and management team.
Social and relationship capital
Our relationships with suppliers,
tenants, property and asset managers,
communities and other networks.

Notice of Annual General Meeting (“AGM”);
Integrated Annual Report; and
King IV™ compliance register.

Natural capital
The natural resources of land, water
and energy that we utilise in pursuit
of our vision.

ABOUT THIS REPORT

This report forms part of the annual
suite of reports SA Corporate Real
Estate Limited (“SA Corporate”)
(“the Group”) and covers the year
ended December 2019. The report
covers all activities that we consider
to be relevant to stakeholders and
pertinent to the social, environmental
and governance considerations and
activities within SA Corporate. This
report is aimed at all stakeholders
that have an interest in the activities
of SA Corporate, with emphasis on
investors, employees, debt providers,
communities and tenants. The report is
intended to be read in conjunction with
the 2019 Integrated Annual Report.
The report has drawn on the six capitals identified
by the International Integrated Reporting Council
(“IIRC”), as a basis of an organisation’s value
creation, as well as aspects of the Sustainability
Reporting Guidelines developed by the Global
Reporting Initiative (“GRI”) and recommendations
of the King Report on Corporate Governance
(“King IV™”). These criteria have been used for
guidance only, with the reporting predominantly
focusing on issues that are specifically material to
the Group and our stakeholder base.
Although our sustainability performance and
reporting have not been independently assured, a
significant portion of the information in this report is
independently verified through compliance structures
such as the Carbon Footprint Assessment, B-BBEE
verification agencies, our independent auditors and
others.

East Point Shopping Centre,
Boksburg
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SA CORPORATE AT A GLANCE
ASSET
MANAGEMENT
SA Corporate is one of the oldest
established property companies in
the South African market. Its diverse
investments span across industrial,
retail and commercial properties,
primarily in the major metropolitan
centres of South Africa, with a
secondary node in Zambia.

REIT STATUS
SINCE 2015

In addition, in 2014 SA Corporate invested in
the AFHCO Group, an innovative residential
focused property company with properties
primarily located in Johannesburg’s innercity. In 2017 the Group also invested, as
an extension to its retail portfolio, in a
self-storage business that operates primarily
in the Group’s and other landlords’ retail
shopping centres.

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

R

The Company is listed on the JSE
as a diversified Real Estate
Investment Trust (“REIT”).
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OUR VISION

R17.4 billion
193 properties
(excluding three Zambian properties
held in JVs, valued at R930.6 million)

GLA (m²)

1.6 million
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PURSUING THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS OF
ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR
AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Y      

Portfolio size

P
ES

Our vision is to produce sustainable
distribution growth and long-term
capital appreciation for investors,
through investment in a well-diversified
and balanced property portfolio. We
will remain cognisant of our role as a
responsible corporate citizen and aim
to achieve our vision in a manner that
benefits all our stakeholders.

T

Limpopo
1

THE LOCATION
OF OUR PROPERTIES
Gauteng
17

40

3

66

17

Free State
KwaZulu-Natal

1

8

29

3

South Africa

OUR PROPERTY
PORTFOLIO

Eastern Cape
1

1

A defensive retail
portfolio focused
on community and
neighbourhood centres
with a high national
grocer component

Western Cape
1

4

1

NUMBER OF PROPERTIES
26
Retail

9
Commercial

3
Rest of Africa

74
Industrial

67
AFHCO

17
Storage

(not shown on map)

A growing exposure to
high-yielding residential
properties

A quality industrial
portfolio with increasing
logistics exposure

Low and reducing
exposure to the
oversupplied office
segment

RENTAL AREA (m2)

REVENUE (R’000)

28%

26%

29%
43%

3%

4%

26%

41%

 AFHCO    Commercial    Retail    Industrial
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HOW WE PROVIDED VALUE IN 2019

CONTINUED TO
REPOSITION AND IMPROVE
THE PORTFOLIO QUALITY

INCREASED EXPOSURE TO
HIGH GROWTH LOGISTICS
AND RESIDENTIAL SECTORS

FINANCIAL
CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED
CAPITAL

Investment property value

Executed acquisitions

R17.4 billion

R120.6 million

Net property income (“NPI”)
declined by 5.6% to

Committed acquisitions

R1.4 billion
Like-for-like portfolio
NPI declined by 1.5% to

R944.6 million

R238.9 million
Developments
completed

R322.3 million

REDUCED EXPOSURE TO
OVERSUPPLIED OFFICE AND
LOW-GRADE INDUSTRIAL
SECTORS
HUMAN
CAPITAL

92% of employees
are from previously
disadvantaged groups,
of whom 53% are
female

60% of directors
are from previously
disadvantaged groups,
of whom 50% are
female

Committed redevelopments
Traditional property retention
rate of 74%
Traditional portfolio vacancy
of 4.2% by GLA

R107.8 million
Disposals
(contracted and executed)

R834.4 million

Total distributable income of

R960.0 million

INTELLECTUAL
CAPITAL

MSCI awards:

 Overall winner in 2019 of the
South African Direct Property
Investment Awards

 2019 category winner in a
balanced fund

 2019 category winner in the

SOCIAL AND
RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

91%

of employees
trained were
from previously
disadvantaged groups

NATURAL
CAPITAL

815 scholars at CityKidz, the
winner of the District Interschool Spelling BEE and Maths
Olympiad in 2019

Generated renewable energy
of 8 198 MWh, a saving of
R10.58 million and 8 527 tonnes
of CO2e in 2019

1 545 affordable housing
residential units developed
over recent years

Electricity consumption tCO2
per m², saving of 5.08% in 2019
vs target of 5% over five years,
commencing in 2016

retail market sector
244 student accommodation
units developed over recent
years

4

42% more staff
trained in 2019
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2 015 316m² (77%) of waste,
representing 2 869 874 tonnes
recycled at 12 retail centres

OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

SA Corporate believes that, to be a truly successful property enterprise, we need to balance, on a holistic basis, economic
performance with human capital, environmental, social, health and safety, transformation, ethical as well as corporate
responsibility considerations. The Group ensures that all these dimensions are addressed throughout its business operations, an
approach that serves as testimony to its commitment to sustainable development.

OUR SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK

We fully subscribe to the
principles contained in
King IV that explicitly
address the need and
relevance for corporations
to adopt a stakeholder
inclusive approach.

We have developed an
energy optimisation
and savings plan for the
portfolio to decrease
our environmental
footprint and reduce
costs for the Company
and our tenants.

We consider all stakeholders
in internal and external
operations to reduce
social and economic
inequalities and to assist
previously discriminated
groups to actively
participate in the country’s
economy.

Through partnerships with
various stakeholders, like
the Sizovuna Trust, and
NGOs such as the Adopta-School Foundation, we
are involved at a grassroots
level with community
and social upliftment
programmes.

By addressing economic, environmental and social concerns as an integral part of its business model, SA Corporate
upholds its responsibilities as a corporate citizen, increases efficiencies within the business and positively impacts
economic and social progress within communities, culminating in the subsequent positive effects in profitability and
shareholder value. The SA Corporate Board accepts overall responsibility for advancing sustainable development
within the Group.
SA Corporate’s sustainable development strategy implementation is overseen by its Social, Ethics and Environmental
Committee (“SEEC”), chaired by Ms Emily Hendricks and comprising directors Ms Ursula Fikelepi, who resigned in
June 2019, Adv Oratile Mosetlhi and Ms Antoinette Basson. The Chief Executive Officer attends by invitation.

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS

SOCIAL AND
RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

Our relationships with suppliers, tenants,
property and asset managers, communities and
other networks form the core of our social and
relationship capital.

815 learners
and 33 teachers

SA Corporate is committed to maintain strong
relationships with these key stakeholder groups
who have an integral and lasting impact on its
long-term growth and prosperity of the Group.
The Group is also strongly aware of its role in
helping to alleviate inequality and hardship in
society.
AFHCO initiated CityKidz in 2008 to improve the
poor state of education and educational facilities
in the Johannesburg inner-city. CityKidz Pre- and
Primary School offers education for boys and girls
from Grade RR to Grade 7. At the start of the 2020
school year, the school comprised 815 learners and
33 teachers. CityKidz also has an aftercare service
with over 130 registered learners.
CityKidz’s reputation for quality education and
caring teachers has turned it into the most popular
school within the inner-city. While the school is
open to the general public, AFHCO employees’
and tenants’ children are given preference to
enrol. SA Corporate and AFHCO offered bursaries
to eight children in 2019 to enable them to join
the school.
CityKidz is Umalusi accredited and a member of
The Independent Schools Association of Southern
Africa (“ISASA“) and, as such, continues to emulate
ISASA’s vision of quality, values and diversity.
The school applies innovative methods to engage
learners. The implementation of newly acquired
smart boards in 17 classrooms during 2019 has
created interesting and collaborative learning
spaces and fully engaged learners.
In 2019, CityKidz won the District Inter-School
Spelling BEE for the second time, as well as the
Maths Olympiad, a clear indication of educational
excellence.
CityKidz also participated in both the Tshwane
Youth Arts Festival and the Kaleidoscope Revue
Competition, for the first time in 2019.

6
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Bursaries sponsored for

eight

children

CityKidz was selected as the beneficiary of SA Corporate’s
Support Our Schools (“SOS“) Education Campaign to improve
the quality of education, with specific focus on the communities
around our retail properties. The Broll marketing team visited
the school early in 2019 to establish their immediate needs.
A mini fun day was arranged as a Mandela Day activity, during
which the learners were entertained by a magician and given
party packs. SA Corporate Asset Managers, the Broll team, and
sponsors were taken on a guided tour by the teachers of the
school. SA Corporate’s inland retail centres collectively donated
R22 250 to the school and the funds were allocated to school
and after care fees, as well as stationery. Sponsorships were
also secured for the school in the form of full bursaries for two
pupils from Quatro Integrated Services, stationery to the value
of R5 000 from Capmore Stationers and 25 bales of toilet paper
from Freedom Group Premium.

EXPANSION OF CITYKIDZ SCHOOL
GROUND
The increased demand for learners wanting
to attend CityKidz led to the decision to
expand the school grounds and with the
financial support of AFHCO, eight spacious
new classes were built adjacent to the
school building and occupied from the
beginning of the 2020 school year. A new
staff room was also completed. The school
now boasts 29 classrooms, a reception area,
an administrative office, several offices and
a sick room.

TRANSFORMATION
Management appointed a BEE consultant, Alternative
Prosperity Advisory & Products, and a workshop was
held in November 2019 to assist with redeveloping a
realistic broad-based black economic empowerment
(B-BBEE) plan. Appropriate actions were compiled and
a B-BBEE scorecard with anticipated improved scores
was presented to the Social, Ethics and Environment
Committee in December 2019. The actions being
implemented are targeted at improving our scorecard
in 2020 and beyond with the aim to achieve a level
six status.

IMPROVEMENT OF SOCIAL SPACES IN INNER-CITY
AREAS
To further improve the social spaces for our tenants in the innercity areas, AFHCO installed additional general amenities, braai
areas, playgrounds and indoor, as well as outdoor gyms this year.
State-of-the-art CCTV cameras, funded by AFHCO, were installed
over four city blocks, including around the End Street Park. These
cameras are monitored 24/7 through a control room linked with
armed response. AFHCO also pays for the security on the streets,
in order to create a haven for those utilising the precinct in
Doornfontein, one of AFHCO’s key precincts.

OFFERING FREE WI-FI IN SHOPPING CENTRES
In the age of constant connectivity, consumers expect to have access to Wi-Fi when they visit restaurants and shopping centres.
SA Corporate’s role as a landlord has evolved to become a facilitator between physical and social platforms. Free Wi-Fi is, therefore,
being offered at 21 of our shopping centres, which also includes the smaller neighbourhood centres. Shoppers now have access
to 1 GB free Wi-Fi per day, so students can go for a cup of coffee and download their assignments, and go back the next day and
do the same. This offering is aligned to our convenience retail strategy and trends towards creating social spaces for customers.
In 2019, AFHCO also launched free Wi-Fi in the Jeppe Post Office Mall, encouraging shoppers to visit the newest mall in the innercity. The plan is to roll this out to Newgate Mall by mid-2020 as well.

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

RETAIL CENTRE SOCIAL INITIATIVES
SA Corporate encourages and assists with a variety of social
and community events at our retail shopping centres. These
activities are focused on community upliftment and relief
and includes raising funds for charities, healthcare and
education.

Over R70 000
raised for cancer

Funds in excess of R929 000 were
raised in 2019 across the portfolio through
shopping centre initiatives

CANSA SHAVATHON AND SHADES OF PINK FUN RUN
Eighteen of the shopping centres across the portfolio participated in raising cancer
awareness. These included a CANSA Clinic, a Shades of Pink Fun Run and Shavathons at
several centres.

SUPPORTING AUTISM

ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY

The Musgrave Centre in KwaZulu-Natal sponsored the “Blue
and You” fun run to create awareness on autism and raise
funds for children with this condition. The sponsorship
included advertising in the mall, on radio and through social
media. R172 990 was raised with this event.

Backing Umlazi Mega City, in collaboration with Parks
Recreation and Culture (Libraries and Heritage Department),
hosted the Articulate Africa and Books Fair Activation during
the school holiday in March 2019. Numerous activities, such
as storytelling, stage play, cultural experiences and arts and
crafts were offered. The aim of the initiative was to encourage
young people to create their own stories and books, and to
promote community participation and engagement.

The sponsorship also included t-shirts
and race packs for participants

Umlazi Mega City is also offering retail space to the DFF
store at a substantially discounted rental. DFF is an Ethekwini
Municipality initiative to provide a platform for local fashion
designers to gain retail experience through showcasing and
selling their products from the store.

PROVIDING A HOME FOR INTOKOZO FM RADIO STATION
Umlazi Mega City is home to Intokozo FM, a local community
radio station with a current listenership of 100 000 people.
In support of this initiative, Intokozo FM has been allocated
space at a fraction of the actual value of the retail area.

DONATING TO ST MARTINS
Davenport Square ran a charity box campaign during April
2019 and encouraged shoppers and tenants to donate
towards St Martins, a local children’s home. The centre
donated R2 500 in food parcels and raised R10 000 from
shopper and tenant donations.
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PROMOTING MANDELA DAY
Seven of the SA Corporate shopping
centres held activities around Mandela Day,
specifically with the aim of supporting school
children. We spruced up some classrooms with
a new coat of paint, donated school shoes and
jerseys, as well as stationery and food, and
arranged a magic show for the learners. We
also hosted talks to educate learners about
the dangers of substance abuse. The amount
raised exceeds R190 000.

RISE AGAINST HUNGER
Montana Crossing, in collaboration
with Rise Against Hunger, packed
20 000 meals for children during
the 2019 festive season, with the
help of local volunteers.

20 000 meals
were distributed

SPCA

SANTA SHOEBOX

Musgrave Centre raised over
R60 000 worth of pet food, which
was donated to the SPCA.

Stellenbosch Square was a
drop-off point for the Santa
Shoebox project and availed
space as a packing area.

BLOOD DRIVE

MEGA FUN RUN
Umlazi Mega City assisted with the marketing
support and sponsorship of t-shirts for a fun run
and expo to encourage healthy living. Funds
raised were donated to Masibambenini Care
Centre and Life Beyond Disabilities. The value of
the sponsorship was R106 582.

Musgrave Centre was the
venue sponsor for six blood
drive campaigns. The value of
the sponsorship was R7 200.

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

NATURAL CAPITAL

Changing climatic conditions, water scarcity and rising costs associated with use of land and natural resources, provide a compelling
impetus for SA Corporate, and the property sector in general, to recognise the impact that our business activities have on the natural
environment. Properties under our control emit greenhouse gases, consume energy and water, generate waste and potentially
impact biodiversity. This impact is receiving increased scrutiny from stakeholders and regulatory bodies alike and has led to various
public and private initiatives such as the carbon disclosure project (“CDP”) and the Green Building Council of South Africa.
SA Corporate has implemented proactive efforts to reduce its environmental footprint and utilisation of natural resources. Under
the leadership of its Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee, it aims to measure and minimise the impact of the Group’s
own operations, as well as that of its property portfolios in all geographical areas in which it operates, including outside South
Africa’s borders, where sustainability legislation may be less stringent. The Group firmly believes that proactive environmental
management ultimately reduces operating costs and minimises vulnerability to extreme weather conditions, electricity shortages,
and disrupted water and municipal services, while enabling responsiveness to climate change and reducing impact and demand
on the environment.
The Group’s environmental policy is available on its

website.

Some of our environmental projects include:

Solar photovoltaic (“PV”) electricity generation
As an integral part of its environmental efforts, SA Corporate
is committed to limit its electricity consumption and reduce
energy costs for the Group and its tenants. The Group set
2016 as a base year and committed to a 5% reduction in
electricity consumption per square metre across each property
class in the next five years. To establish a baseline and identify
potential opportunities, the Group conducts consumption
energy efficiency assessments on a regular basis.
SA Corporate has focused on energy-saving initiatives, such as
bulk check meters, energy-efficient lighting and heat pumps, as

well as the installation of solar PV, where viable, to achieve its
objective. Based on the positive outcome of energy assessments
and solar PV feasibility studies at several of its retail properties,
SA Corporate has installed renewable energy across the
portfolio. These installations have achieved notable benefits in
terms of cost savings and reduced emissions.
Solar PV has been installed at 18 of SA Corporate’s shopping
centres. We are expecting to generate 12.6 MWh of energy per
year through these installations, which will reduce municipal
electricity consumption substantially.

In 2019, SA Corporate
generated 8 198 MWh
of renewable energy,
resulting in an electricity
saving of R10.58 million
and saving 8 527 tonnes
of CO2e.

East Point Shopping Centre

10
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Solar PV installations:

Solar plant
size
(kWp)

Centre
Bluff Towers
Cambridge Crossing
Celtis Ridge
Coachmans Crossing
Comaro Crossing
Cullinan Jewel Shopping Centre
East Point
Hayfields Mall
Kempton Corner
Midway Mews
Montana Crossing
Morning Glen
Musgrave Centre
Springfield Value Centre
Stellenbosch Square
Town Square
Umlazi Mega City
Willow Way

1 202
198
199
193
380
214
1 008
420
594
200
910
901
280
1 228
642
290
1 297
390

Bluff Towers solar PV

Expected
to generate
(year one
predictions)
kWh
1 500 523
302 608
316 579
303 210
610 885
330 167
1 664 276
553 217
947 238
311 290
1 438 848
1 388 367
352 000
1 583 738
969 468
462 849
1 500 000
622 052

Approximate
reduction in
municipal
electricity
consumption
18%
17%
12%
14%
11%
23%
17%
14%
25%
13%
24%
29%
2%
37%
28%
28%
11%
26%

Sarel Baard solar PV

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

In the AFHCO portfolio, high-rise inner-city buildings are
generally not suitable for solar PV due to the limited availability
of roof space, as other facilities and equipment such as wash
lines, braai areas, water tanks and heat pumps take up the
available space. Shading from nearby buildings also impacts the
amount of sunshine that the solar PV panels get.
Residential buildings have a different usage profile which is
not necessarily conducive to significant electricity savings. High
demand for electricity exists in the early morning before tenants
leave for work and again from early evening when tenants
return from work. Without being able to cost-effectively store

Electricity emissions
Traditional portfolio total
electricity emissions:
SA Corporate

2016
tCO2e

2017
tCO2e

2018
tCO2e

2019
tCO2e

2018-2019
% change

193 343

179 567

173 998

174 535

0.31

159 390

(8)

254

1 661

2 993

8 527

185

25 301

37 125

45 179

38 484

(15)

32 561

(28)

2018 – 2019
% change

SAVING WATER

CARBON FOOTPRINT

A borehole was installed at Umlazi Mega City in 2016 to
supplement Umlazi Municipality’s water supply, which has
continued to generate consistent savings in municipal water
and sewerage charges. The borehole provides an uninterrupted
supply of filtered, potable water to the ablutions, irrigation
system and the centre’s HVAC system (heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning).

To monitor its ongoing impact on the environment and identify
opportunities for further reductions, SA Corporate calculates its
annual carbon footprint, based on the equity share approach.
Under this approach, the Company accounts for its greenhouse
gas (“GHG”) emissions from operations according to its share
of equity in the operations.

SA Corporate is also progressing with the installation of bulk
water meter installations with a view to improving water data
collection and better management of this scarce resource.

WASTE REDUCTION EFFORTS
As part of SA Corporate’s commitment to minimise retail waste,
several initiatives have been implemented at 12 centres to
reduce waste and recycle waste where feasible. These efforts
have led to 2 015 316m3 of waste being recycled, totalling
2 869 tonnes.

12

Reef Acres body corporate in Springs installed a small solar PV
plant which contributes some generation towards the common
area lighting; and Burgundy, Etude and Minuet all have solar
geysers installed. Further buildings earmarked for solar PV
installations are AFHCO Corner and Newgate in the inner-city
and installations are planned to be completed by the third
quarter of 2020.

2019
tCO2e with
2018
grid emission
factor

Solar PV savings
Total electricity emissions:
AFHCO portfolio

the solar PV power generated during the sunniest period of the
day, this generation capacity is essentially lost as a result of the
low demand during this period.

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019

In 2019, 181 (2018: 198) properties were included in the
assessment. These include 116 SA Corporate properties and
65 AFHCO properties. In partly owned properties, only
SA Corporate’s ownership share has been included.
The number of properties assessed was lower in 2019 due to
disposals, exclusion of leased office space and the combination
of certain properties.

Total greenhouse gas
emissions for 2019

214 640

In 2019, the electricity consumption
tCO2e per m² saving was 5.08% vs
5% over five years, commencing 2016.

tCO2e
for the period 2019, following the
greenhouse gas protocol
SCOPE 1

SCOPE 2

SCOPE 3

0.08%

7%

93%

180 tCO2e

15 217 tCO2e

199 243 tCO2e

SCOPE 3 ELECTRICITY

SCOPE 3 WATER

15%

197 802

1 441

85%

tCO2e

53%

tCO2e

47%

Tenants’ electricity consumption

Total water consumption

 SA Corporate (tenant) (168 353 tCO2e)
 AFHCO (tenant) (29 448 tCO2e)

 SA Corporate (675 tCO2e)
 AFHCO (766 tCO2e)

Emissions
associated
with
electricity sold to tenants were
the highest contributor to the
carbon footprint at 199 243 tCO2e
(93% of emissions).
Electricity consumed by SA
Corporate and AFHCO in vacancies
and common areas follow at
15 217 tCO2e (7% of emissions).

Scope 3 indirect emissions (tenants’ electricity consumption and water) comprised 93% of all emissions and was calculated at
199 243 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) (2018: 202 201 tonnes), following the Greenhouse Gas Protocol.

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

Some or our key performance indicators are listed below:
Description
Annual saving in costs due to Umlazi Mega City borehole
Annual saving on sewerage charges at Umlazi Mega City
Scope 3 emissions:
– electricity sold (tCO2e)
– water (Kl)
Savings through energy optimisation and savings initiative:
– Power factor correction
– Water meter installations
– Tariff adjustments
– Energy-efficient lighting
Waste recycled at the 12 centres in our portfolio:
– By volume (m³)
– By weight (kg)
Solar PV photovoltaic electricity:
– Renewable energy generated (MWh)
– Electricity cost saving
– Tonnes of CO2 saved (tCO2e)
Water used (Kl)
SA Corporate’s recycling efforts equated to:
– Water saved (litres)
– Energy saved (KWh)

14
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2019

2018

% change

R714 869
R240 660

R230 630
–

68%
100%

197 802
1 441

200 845
1 356

R218
R1 930
R3 040
R550

385
414
429
133

R100
R392
R901
R550

(2%)
6%

882
298
036
133

54%
80%
70%
–

2 015 316
2 869 874

467 348
677 722

77%
76%

8 198
R10 581 104
8 527

3 151
R3 928 104
2 993

62%
63%
65%

759 457

758 198

0.17%

94 696 384
8 198 751

7 540 000
2 752 765

92%
66%

HUMAN CAPITAL

The employees of SA Corporate Group are regarded as a key resource for the organisation. Their knowledge and skills, as well as
their positive attitude, commitment and motivation are essential to meeting our strategic objectives, maintaining relationships
with stakeholders and suppliers. SA Corporate enables leadership development and encourages employee growth and engagement
through training, recognition and rewards.

RACE

GENDER

 Black 92%    White 8%

Male 47%   Female 53%

SA Corporate’s staff are employed by the management company (“Manco”) while AFHCO staff are employed through various
entities within the AFHCO Group. SA Corporate adopted its own remuneration policy and incentive scheme aligned to shareholder
interest measured against a business scorecard (refer to
page 100 of the Integrated Annual Report).
The AFHCO team has grown with the expansion in the residential business in order to ensure that we maintain AFHCO as a fully
integrated business.
Some or our key performance indicators are listed below:

Description
Number of employees
Average age of employees
Average tenure of employees (years)
Total staff turnover %
Number of staff trained during the year
Number of employee training interventions
Black employees as a % of employees trained
Total spent on training during the year
Total remuneration
Black employees as a % number of employees

2019

2018

189
39.8
4.2
20%
93
23
91%
R636 295
R59 057 627
92%

191
38.9
4.4
31%
65
37
86%
R653 196
R51 448 216
92%

%
change
(1)
2
(5)
(35)
43
(38)
6
(3)
15
–

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

NON-DISCRIMINATION

Training needs are identified during staff performance reviews.
Employees are encouraged to attend training courses, seminars
and workshops to improve knowledge and expand their skills
base, enhance competence and obtain further educational
qualifications. The Group pays for, or reimburses, employees for
studies towards recognised qualifications in their line of work.

SA Corporate subscribes to a policy of zero tolerance for
discrimination in any shape or form, be it in terms of race,
gender, ethnic or social origin, sexual orientation, religion,
age, disability, political persuasion, conscience belief, culture
or language. Appropriate disciplinary action is taken against
employees found guilty thereof. No incidents of discrimination
were reported during the year.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
 
Membership of a defined contribution pension fund for
Manco employees or provident fund for AFHCO employees
 Four months’ maternity leave (paid in ranges from 80% to
40%)
 Annual leave ranging from 15 to 22 working days, depending
on role and level
 10 days’ paid study leave for approved qualifications
 Free parking
 Staff members who stay in a SA Corporate or AFHCO building
qualify for a 10% discount on the monthly rental and do not
pay a deposit, parking fee or administration fee
 50% school fees subsidy at CityKidz
 Employee reward system – Workpoints Incentivise

HEALTH AND SAFETY
SA Corporate strives to create a safe and healthy working
environment at its offices, all its properties and at construction
projects. Significant health and safety incidents are reported to
the SEEC. In the 2019 reporting period there was one significant
incident being the failure of a lift in 120 End Street in which
there was regretfully one fatality. The Company expresses its
sincerest condolences to the family of the deceased.

PROPERTY MANAGER PERFORMANCE
Broll, SA Corporate’s outsourced property manager’s
performance is monitored and measured according to agreed
and transparent KPIs, detailed in the below table.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST KPI – BROLL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AS AT DECEMBER 2019
Points
achieved
2019

Target
2018

Maximum
points
2018

Points
achieved
2018

Notes

Vacancies
Unsigned leases
Arrears management

1
2

2.37
4.60

20.00
10.00
25.00

–
8.00
–

2.00
4.69

20.00
10.00
25.00

10.00
5.00
15.00

Arrears level
Collections

3
4

3.45
98.00

10.00
15.00

–
–

4.00
98.00

10.00
15.00

–
15.00

Net property income
(like-for-like portfolio)
Procurement
Expense to income ratio
Green strategy

5
6
7

728 090
24.00
35.16
*

20.00
10.00
9.00
6.00

–
10.00
–
5.05

749 266
19.60
32.00
*

20.00
10.00
9.00
6.00

–
8.00
3.60
4.90

100.00

23.05

100.00

46.50

KPI

*	Fully implemented.
1.	% of GLA; weighted per sector.
2.	% of total leases.
3.	% of rolling twelve months’ income.
4.	% of monthly billing.
5.	R’000.
6.	Broll B-BBEE Procurement Policy.
7.	% of expense to income.
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Maximum
points
2019

Target
2019
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INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SA Corporate’s intellectual capital comprises our brands, knowledge, systems, procedures and protocols. We strive to grow
SA Corporate as a property investment brand for prospective investors and for AFHCO to become the residential property brand
of choice.

MSCI AWARDS
The MSCI South Africa Direct Property
Investment Awards recognises top performing
South African property funds, as measured over
three and ten-year periods. At the annual function in
November 2019, SA Corporate won the following awards:
 2019 category winner of highest total return annualised over
three years to June/December 2018 in a Balanced Fund;
 2019 category winner of highest total return annualised
over three years to June/December 2018 in the
Retail market sector; and
 
2019 overall winner of the highest total
return annualised over three years to
June/December 2018.

Cambridge Crossing,
Sandton

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Integrated Annual Report 2019
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

Our quality property
portfolio forms the basis of
our manufactured capital.

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

For more information on our
portfolio, please refer to
page
58 of the 2019 Integrated
Annual Report for the property
portfolio discussion.

Access to funding is
intrinsic to the Company’s
ability to create value, so
debt and equity form the
basis of our financial capital.
Please refer to the financial
review of the 2019 Integrated
Annual Report for more
information.

Mpumelelo,
End Street Precinct, Doornfontein
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Every aspect of SA Corporate’s business interacts
with stakeholders on a regular basis. These stakeholder
relationships impact directly and indirectly on its business,
its reputation and its ability to create value for stakeholders.
For this reason, the Group has identified and prioritised all
individuals and entities who may affect, or be affected by, the
Group’s investments, operations and activities, as well as its
property sectors. Engaging with stakeholders forms a critical
part of the business strategy and SA Corporate invests in
understanding its stakeholders’ views and needs. The Group
recognises that the quality of these relationships impacts the
success of its business.

transparent information is accessible to all its stakeholders.

SA Corporate has formalised a stakeholder engagement
and communication process which is aimed at ensuring that

out this responsibility by considering and discussing specific

This process is documented in an information policy which sets
clear guidelines for the disclosure of information, particularly
price-sensitive information at presentations and meetings
with shareholders, the media and investment analysts. The
Board and executive team also monitor and ensure that all
communication is accurate, transparent and complies with JSE
Listings Requirements.
SA Corporate’s stakeholder-inclusive approach balances the
needs and expectations of all stakeholders in the best interest
of the Group over time. The SEEC assists the Board in carrying
stakeholder issues at its meetings.

STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

Investors
and analysts

Property
managers

Employees

A stakeholderinclusive approach
that balances
needs, interests and
expectations of all
stakeholders

Tenants

Debt providers

Regulators,
industry and business
organisations

Communities

Local and national
government

The primary
stakeholder engagement
opportunities and
engagements encountered
during the course of 2019 are
provided on the following page.
These stakeholder groups will remain
a valuable future area of focus.
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT CONTINUED

Our stakeholders

INVESTORS AND
ANALYSTS

Quality of relationship
Mutually beneficial relationship
with robust and healthy
engagement

PROPERTY
MANAGERS

Quality of relationship
Good-quality, value-adding
relationship

TENANTS

Quality of relationship
We have a strong and loyal tenant
base, as evidenced by our high
retention rates

COMMUNITIES

Quality of relationship
Generally mutually beneficial
relationships
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Engagement methods

Stakeholder priorities

 Results presentations
 One-on-one meetings with major
shareholders and analysts
 SENS announcements
 Press articles
 Media announcements
 Roadshows
 Pre-close webinars
 Conferences
 Corporate website
 Annual Financial Statements
 Integrated Annual Report

 Acceptable and sustainable growth in
distributions
 Appropriate return on investment
 Sound corporate governance,
compliance and risk management
 Consistent financial performance
 Accurate forecasting and financial
reporting
 Good corporate citizenship
 Executive remuneration and incentives

 Monthly meetings with executives
and asset managers
 Communication of the Group’s
strategy
 Developing business plans, budgets
and forecasts to NPI level
 Quarterly review of key performance
indicators (“KPIs”)

 Performance of property managers
 Security of contractual arrangement
 Clear service level agreement with
well-defined KPIs
 Clarity around longer-term strategy
 Compliance with laws and regulations

 Meetings with centre managers and
on-site staff
 Strategic relations with national
retailers
 Partnering with tenants
 Property manager meetings
 On-site marketing consultants at
retail centres
 Tenant visits

 Loyalty and retention of tenants
 Reasonability of cost of occupancy
 Quality of property
 Location of property
 Tenant mix improvements
 Client service excellence
 Increasing foot traffic
 Increased competition
 Environmental pressure as far as it
impacts the tenant cost
 Accurate measuring of water and
electricity
 B-BBEE rating
 Administrative accuracy

 Variety of social outreach
programmes at our shopping centres
 Uplifting the community in the
inner-city by providing infrastructure
and educational facilities
 “Adopt a school” programme at our
malls
 Involvement in city improvement
districts
 Facilitating broad-based community
participation through corporate
social investment initiatives.

 Environmental impact
 Job creation
 Safety, security and cleanliness
 Responsible corporate citizenship

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019

Contribution to
value creation

Our response

Risks

Opportunities

 We aim to deliver
sustainable, quality
returns, which deliver both
profit and cash to our
shareholders
 Robust engagement keeps
us abreast of shareholder
needs and preferences

 Reputational damage
 Increased cost of capital
 Slowing distribution
growth

 A strengthened
investment case
 A share price valuation
that reflects appropriate
value for the Group
 Identifying opportunities
for improved disclosure
and value add
 Capacity to raise and
deploy capital in a
competitive environment

 Investors provide capital
to facilitate growth in the
business
 Analysts provide
market intelligence on
opportunities and peer
comparisons

 We maintain strong
relationships with welldefined expectations
and regular interaction
to ensure acceptable
performance and ongoing
healthy relationships

 Increased vacancies
 Reputational damage
 Properties that are not
well managed or well
maintained

 Well-managed and wellmaintained properties
attract tenants and
improves retention

 Drive effective and
efficient operations
through improved
property fundamentals
 Ensure the maintenance
of the properties is well
planned and executed
 Ensure the safety of the
tenants, customers and
employees

 We continuously strive
to accommodate tenant
requirements, within
acceptable parameters
 Improving the level of
amenities will receive focus,
in order to raise the quality
of affordable housing for
residential tenants

 Tenant concerns may
damage our reputation
 Inability of tenants
to afford the cost of
occupation
 Lack of tenant retention

 Early warning system
to protect against
reputational damage
 Resolving tenant
complaints quickly and
effectively leads to
increased tenant loyalty
 High retention reduces
costs of sourcing new
tenants

 The renting of available
space, enabling
SA Corporate to grow
its business

 We partner with our
communities and strive to
play our part for the success
and well-being of the
communities in which we
operate
 SA Corporate has this
year, as part of our social
investment, invested in
funding skills development
for disabled, previously
disadvantaged people

 A breakdown in
relationships in a
community could harm
our reputation and
increase vacancies
 A deterioration in the
environment surrounding
our properties will
ultimately impact their
value

 Strong community
relationships will support
mutually beneficial
outcomes for community
developments, as well as
increased footfall in our
malls and higher value for
our residential properties

 Encourages community
support for the business
 Better understanding
of the needs of the
community aligns the
business to communities’
needs
 Positive impact on the
communities

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT CONTINUED

Our stakeholders

EMPLOYEES

Engagement methods

Stakeholder priorities

 Staff meetings
 Intranet and e-mails
 Performance review and career
planning discussions
 Team-building events

 Job security
 Fair remuneration and incentives
 Conducive work environment
 Group values
 Financial sustainability, including
Group performance
 Training and career development
opportunities
 Employee well-being and safety
including undertaking measures to
prevent COVID-19 infection

 Regular meetings
 Personal relationships
 Property inspections
 Cash flow projections
 Reporting on covenant requirements

 Competent treasury function
 Ability to service debt
 LTV ratio
 Adequate financial security
 Adhering to covenants

 Attendance and participation at
property industry conferences
 Liaise with JSE through sponsor
 Member of the REIT association

 Sector-specific issues
 Introduction of new legislation

 Regular meetings and consultations
 B-BBEE scorecard
 Employment equity reports
 Workplace skills plan and annual
training reports
 Johannesburg Property Owners and
Managers Association interactions
with the City of Johannesburg
 Lobbying
 Legal action

 Compliance with all legal and
regulatory requirements
 Service delivery
 Contribution to economic
development
 Urban regeneration
 By-law enforcement
 Elimination of illegal dumping
 Fight against poverty and
unemployment
 Transformation
 Collection of billings
 Maintenance of public open space and
infrastructure
 Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment

Quality of relationship
Strong relationship of trust and
mutual understanding

DEBT
PROVIDERS

Quality of relationship
Good-quality, value-adding
relationship

REGULATORS, INDUSTRY
AND BUSINESS
ORGANISATIONS

Quality of relationship
Mutually beneficial relationship

LOCAL AND NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

Quality of relationship
SA Corporate’s belief in strong
and ethical leadership and
collaboration for sustainable
development, assists with our
relationship with government
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Contribution to
value creation

Our response

Risks

Opportunities

 We invest in skills
development to ensure that
our people are equipped to
provide excellent service
 We strive to remunerate
our staff well and provide
an appealing employee
proposition to attract high
calibre staff

 Negative perceptions from
employees might cause
disruption of operations
and unproductive
behaviour
 Lack of staff retention
leads to disruptions and
increased costs

 Ensuring a committed
and engaged workforce,
will lead to a satisfied
tenant base and profitable
growth

 Highly skilled staff
who are adequately
remunerated, incentivised,
and motivated to execute
our strategic objectives
 Staff retention

We keep our funders
informed through regular
reporting and engagement
and manage the organisation
within the required
parameters to reduce risk for
ourselves and funders alike

 Lack of capital
 Reputational damage
 Inappropriate LTV
 Breaching covenants

 Identifying opportunities
for improved disclosure
and value add
 Launching additional
funding instruments to
broaden the base of
potential funders
 Securing additional
facilities and/or less
onerous funding terms to
ensure liquidity

 Provision of funding
to facilitate business
objectives

We keep abreast of latest
trends

 Non-compliance with
industry regulations

 Co-operation with peers
shall lead to outcomes
that benefit all parties

 Guidance on matters
affecting the property
industry and sharing of
experiences
 Savings through lessons
learnt
 Joint lobbying on matters
of mutual interest

We are committed to ethical
business and governance
practices and are willing to
collaborate to improve service
delivery for tenants

 Non-compliance or
a deterioration in
relationship with
regulators, may jeopardise
SA Corporate’s licence to
operate
 Non-payment of utilities
may lead to interrupted
service delivery

 Our established track
record assists us to obtain
access and co-operation
from the relevant
authorities

 Partnering to encourage
good service delivery
for our tenants and
community elevation
 Providing regulatory
frameworks which are
transparent and fair to all
parties
 Enforcing local and
national laws and
regulations to ensure
compliance

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited Sustainability Report 2019
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ADMINISTRATION

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa
Share code: SAC
ISIN: ZAE000203238
Registration number: 2015/015578/06

REGISTERED OFFICE
South Wing, First Floor
Block A, The Forum
North Bank Lane
Century City 7441
Postnet Suite 1051
Private Bag X2
Century City 7446
Tel: +27 21 529 8410
Fax: +27 21 529 8450
E-mail: info@sacorp.co.za
Website: www.sacorporatefund.co.za

AFHCO HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED
AFHCO Corner
1st Floor
64 Siemert Road
New Doornfontein 2094
Tel: +27 11 224 2400
E-mail: info@afhco.co.za
Website: www.afhco.co.za

PROPERTY MANAGER
Broll Property Group Proprietary Limited
61 Katherine Street
Sandown Ext. 54
Sandton 2196
PO Box 1455
Saxonwold 2132
Tel: +27 11 441 4000
Fax: +27 11 441 4203
E-mail: info@broll.co.za

AUDITORS
Deloitte & Touche
1st Floor, The Square
Cape Quarter
27 Somerset Road
Green Point
Cape Town 8005
Tel: +27 21 427 5300
Fax: +27 21 674 3076
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TRANSFER SECRETARIES
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank
2196
PO Box 61051
Marshalltown
2107
Tel: +27 11 370 5000
Fax: +27 11 688 5218

SPONSORS
Nedbank Corporate and Investment Banking, a division
of Nedbank Limited
3rd Floor, Corporate Place
Nedbank Sandton
135 Rivonia Road
Sandown
2196
PO Box 1144
Johannesburg
2000

BANKERS
First National Bank, a division of FirstRand Bank Limited
Global Transactional Services – Cape Town
24th Floor, Portside
5 Buitengracht Street
Cape Town
8001
PO Box 367
Cape Town
8000
Tel: +27 87 736 5538

www.sacorporatefund.co.za

